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Joint Non-Munitions Experiment (JNEX) Series

An iterative experiment over 4 years that integrates Non-munitions Effects 
with the Joint Targeting Cycle
JNEX 1 – Baseline environment and Electronic Warfare. 
JNEX 2 – Integrate Cyber capabilities
JNEX 3 – Integrate Information Operations (IO)/(IRC) Information Related 
Capabilities (Current)
JNEX 4 – Integrated full-spectrum non-munitions and munitions capabilities 
(March 2020)
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JNEX 3 Desired Outcomes

Identify gaps in strategic planning.

Create a draft CEE methodology.

Facilitate WoG participation in full-spectrum target development.

Initiate testbed to baseline effects in the IE with new emerging software 
systems
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Targeting Terminology

Information Environment related terms, definitions, and language impede the 
IE perception, awareness, and understanding across Information the physical, 
informational and cognitive domains. 
Current Intelligent preparation of the environment (IPOE) is insufficient to 
support targeting in the IE; including Target Audience Analysis (TAA) activities.
Physical domain dominates the Common Operating Picture (COP) and MIDB. 
Target selection, development, and analysis activities are directly affected.
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Strategic Guidance

Direction and Guidance suffers from being inconsistent, incomplete, and is 
insufficient to support Information Environment targeting activities (Target 
development, COAs).
Strategic Direction and Guidance predominantly oriented towards munitions-
based targeting processes (ROEs, lethal effects, engagement authorities, no-
hit lists, HVT, HVI, and STAR process).
Orders and directives formatted for conflict and military engagements 
(warfighting, peace enforcement, stability operations and capacity building).
Authorities, Responsibilities and Accountabilities for IRCs are unclear, and cut 
across security partner mandates and responsibilities.
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Complexity of the IE

Targeting doctrine and the Canadian Information Operations Force 
Employment Concept recognize complexity and its associated attributes 
(complex adaptive systems, emergent properties, non-linearity, causality 
issues etc.);
Unfortunately, the Joint Targeting Cycle, the Operational Planning Process, 
and the Joint HQ structures and processes remain largely unchanged from the 
industrial age (evolutionary and innovative changes notwithstanding).
Mismatch requires revolutionary change 

Incorporate Design Principle techniques
Adopt an experimentation mindset vice campaigning
Requirement for cross-, multi-, and hyper-specialized expertise
Requirement for coherence amoung security partners (public, private, multinational)
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IRC Capability Maturity

Majority of Joint HQ Staff Officers conducting targeting activities are affiliated 
with operations; and even more so at senior ranks.
Need to consider IO as a capability and not simply an enabler or complement 
to munitions. 
Need to develop IE tools, techniques and procedures.
Need access to socio-cognitive domain expertise. (Crowdsourcing?)
Requirement to incorporate IRCs in Joint training and exercises, in Staff 
Colleges, Education and PME
Need to include all security partners in HQ structures and processes, and 
similarly have military officers participate in WoG plans and processes.
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Target Dominant Process

Joint Target Cycle professes to follow an effects-based approach; but is highly
target oriented (target-based prosecution to achieve desired effects) vs 
selecting full spectrum courses of action to achieve desired effects.

Effects blurred operations vs effects based operations
Dominant focus on steps 2-5 of the target cycle versus steps 1 and 6
Requirement for cultural change oriented to long term goals versus short 
term prosecution (ROTO coherence).
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Measures of Effectiveness; and Information security

MOE best practices not followed – MOP dominant processes. (doing things 
right versus doing the right things)
MOE assessment remains a perpetual capability gap (identification, selection 
and tracking)

Classification restrictions, over-classification and information access and 
sharing issues impede full spectrum targeting capabilities
Majority of IE decision space lies outside the MIDB
Data resources limited to reliable trusted sources versus open source 
opportunities (text vs video sources data)
Issue excludes enagaging non-accredited SMEs 
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Targeting boards center and cells (B2C2WGs)

Battle rhythm focused on process not content
Dominant objective of briefing the Commander and creating presentation 
products
Lost opportunities for reviewing mission objectives, assessments and 
establishing Commander’s Intent
Requirement for facilitation? Requirement of Red Teaming or Alternative 
Analysis techniques?
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IRCs and Collateral Effects Estimation (CEE)

Non-munitions and munitions effects are not comparable – IRC CEE is a 
difficult problem definition task
Munitions-based CEE is proven, reliable, science based, mature and trusted
IRC CEE balance between Risk and Uncertainty – support to decision making
higher order effect complexity and uncertainty (for all Targeting activities)
How to conform to the LOAC requirements for distinction and 
proportionality? (The IE is observable, actions will be evaluated)
What represents a valid military target in the IE? (legal and policy issues)
Requirement for education, training and experience to inform way ahead
Are there strategic, operational and tactical distinctions?
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Summary
There is a gap between the IRC force employment concept and joint targeting 
cycle doctrine, processes and practice.
Requirement to transform culture from IRC employed as supporting and 
enabling elements to integrate synergistic capabilities.
Full Spectrum targeting capability requires cultural and functional changes to 
people, processes, and technologies; not simply adding IRCs to the target 
cycle.
IRC employment requires robust and agile C2 processes across the spectrum 
of competition within a full spectrum targeting process to directly influence 
the IE in terms of influencing actor behaviours to achieve desired effects.
Requirement to integrate IRCs across spectrum of completion, continuum of 
operations and spectrum of relationships.
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Questions?


